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Task force
aims to
promote

Tuition increases
Undergraduates will pay
4.68 percent more 2010-2011

Jayne McCormack

2009-2010

Staff Reporter

According to John Carroll
University’s Web site, one of
JCU’s core values is acting as
“an inclusive community where
differing points of view and experience are valued as opportunities
for mutual learning.”
In order to achieve this core
value, the Rev. Robert Niehoff,
president of JCU, established
an Institutional Task Force on
Diversity in July 2008. The group
met from Sept. 2008 to Sept. 2009
to investigate issues of diversity
and discrimination within the
University. They explored specific campus issues concerning
community relations, as well
as planned steps to improve the
experience of students, faculty,
staff and administrators through
an institutional structure based on
a commitment to diversity.
Lauren Bowen, academic
vice-president and co-chair of
the task force said that the group
was formed in order to better
understand issues of diversity,
and more broadly, issues of inclusion.
She said, “The task force met
to exchange a variety of ideas
concerning not only race, sex, and
religion, but moreover it became
focused on looking at a wealth of
diverse perspectives and helped
raise more questions as to what
everyone should be doing to
promote a better atmosphere of
inclusion.”
Bowen added that, as a member of staff at JCU for 20 years,
her experiences with diversity
had been positive.
“Diversity is something that
is both progressive and prospective. At John Carroll, I feel that
there is a genuine commitment
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Campus Editor

As John Carroll University prepares for the
2010-2011 academic year, the University is announcing a 4.6 percent increase of undergraduate
tuition.
JCU’s undergraduate tuition will be set at
$29,250 for the 2010-2011 school year, an increase of $1,310 from 2009-2010.
In addition to an increase in the undergraduate tuition, the room rate will go up by $220 and
the board rate was increased by $200.
This tuition increase comes after one of the
lowest increases of 2.8 percent was instituted
last year.
According to Brian Williams, vice president
for enrollment, the University made many
cuts last year, totaling $4.5 million, in order
to minimally increase the tuition for students.
These cuts included staff and faculty health care
cuts and voluntary layoffs, which will remain
in place.
“Even with all that we have done, there have
been significant declines in revenue and state aid
for students. We take great care in ensuring we
keep tuition low, and to not sacrifice the quality
of the student experience. It is not something we
enter into lightly,” said Williams.
The decline in revenue has several sources.
In addition to reduced state and federal aid, the
University had a small freshman class this past
year. Since JCU is primarily a tuition driven in-
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JCU expands online class options
Mary Benson
Staff Reporter

The past decade brought on the
trend of incorporating the Internet
into daily life, and higher education
was no exception. In recent years,
colleges have been increasing the
number of online courses available
to students.
Following this trend, John Carroll University began offering
several online courses during the
summer through the Blackboard
system. For Summer 2010, there
are seven online courses scheduled, including two courses in the
MBA program, four undergraduate
programs and one graduate course
in education.
JCU does not offer as many
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online courses as other larger universities such as The Ohio State
University or Case Western Reserve
University. According to Joseph
Miller, professor of communications
and director of the summer school
program, this is due to the student
population that the University attracts. Online courses often attract
adult learners who return to college
to earn a second degree.
“As a small university, John Carroll does not hold the same appeal
to the adult learning population [as
other schools],” said Miller.
However, freshman Ryan Zubal
feels that more online courses would
benefit JCU students.
“I think more online classes
would be better because there would
be more flexibility with my schedule

“Some of the faculty members look
at online classes with skepticism
because they believe that a
classroom setting, with discussion
and debate, is crucial towards a
student’s education.”
-Peter Kvidera
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Associate Dean for Academic Affairs

and allow me to choose when I want
to take my classes,” Zubal said.
Although most of the online
courses at JCU are offered only
during the summer, several business
courses have sections which are
offered completely online during
the fall and spring semesters. These
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online courses are sections of BI
107, 108 and 109.
According to Karen Schuele,
dean of the Boler School of Business, the entire BI sequence will
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Campus
Briefs
Author Sean
Thomas
Dougherty to
speak at JCU
Author Sean Thomas Dougherty will speak at 8 p.m. on Feb.
10 in Rodman Hall as part of the
Visiting Writer Series.
He is the author of nine
books, including “Broken
Hallelujahs” and “Nightshift Belonging to Lorca,” a finalist for
the Paterson Poetry Prize. He
also wrote “Except by Falling,”
winner of the 2000 Pinyon Press
Poetry Prize from Mesa State
College.
The lecture is free and open
to the public.
For more information contact
Michael Croley at (216) 3971674 or e-mail mcroley@jcu.
edu.

Auditions for
spring theatre
productions
Auditions for “Household
Tales” and the Marinello One
Acts will be held from 7-10 p.m.
on Feb. 4 and from 3-5 p.m. on
Feb. 5.
“Household Tales” auditions
will be in Kulas Auditorium.
Auditions for Marinello One
Acts will be in the Marinello
Little Theatre.
Scripts are available from
the communications department
secretary in the O’Malley Center from 10 a.m. until 5 p.m.
If you have questions,
contact Keith Nagy at (216)
397-4308.

Apply to
work Reunion
Weekend
Apply now to work Reunion
Weekend June 11-13, 2010.
Positions include kid’s camp
counselor, clerk or day care.
For applications visit www.
jcu.edu/reunionSW. For more
information or questions, please
contact Carla Gall at (216) 3971592 or cgall@jcu.edu.
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Annual career fair presents opportunities
Nicole Green
Campus Editor

John Carroll University will
host its annual career fair from 4:30
until 7 p.m. on Thursday, Feb. 4, in
the Dolan Science Center.
Hilary Flanagan, director of the
Center for Career Services said that
110 organizations would attend
the event.
“The biggest thing about a
career fair is actually connecting
face to face with an employer,”
said Flanagan.
Industries that will be represented at the fair include financial,
non-profit, educational and communications.

The Boys and Girls Club of
America, Cleveland Clinic, the
Cleveland Museum of Natural History, MetLife Financial Services,
Sherwin-Williams and WEWS
News Channel 5 are some of the
employers that will be present at
the career fair.
Employers will be offering
full-time, part-time, entry-level,
internships, volunteer, temporary
and seasonal work.
Students can view a full list
of the employers that will be attending the career fair on Career
Connection.
The exact position available
from each employer is also avail-

Budget fuels tuition, enrollment changes
From, ONLINE, p. 1
eventually be online. The nature
of the BI courses dictate that they
will have online success since the
courses are based on technology
and computer systems and the professors tend to be more technologically savvy.
Additionally, the marketplace
for graduate courses in the MBA
program is the driving force behind
the online MBA.
“The eventual goal is to offer all
foundational MBA courses online
so that it will be easier for students
who were not undergraduate business majors to be on the same
page,” said Schuele.
According to Miller, the Boler
School of Business is moving more
in the direction of providing online
courses than the College of Arts and
Sciences. Online courses within the
College of Arts and Sciences have
been during the summer only.
There has been discussion about
expanding classes to include online
courses, including whether online
courses would be for introductory courses, upper level courses
or graduate level courses.
“There is no clear path or definitive direction for online classes.
Some of the faculty members look
at online classes with skepticism because they believe that a classroom
setting, with discussion and debate,
is crucial towards a student’s education,” said Peter Kvidera, associate
dean for academic affairs.
In terms of summer courses,
Miller said it is up to a professor if
they wish to teach an online course
during the summer.
The professor must first propose the course he or she wishes
to teach. The course must then be
approved by the department chair

and Miller.
“The role of the faculty member,
as well as the department chair
and me, is to ensure the goals and
objectives of the online course are
the same as for a traditional course.
Faculty want to ensure the different approaches in teaching online
result in the likelihood of learning
the same knowledge as in a regular
course,” said Miller.
Miller said that the increased
utilization of the Internet as an
educational tool presents new problems with security and academic
integrity.
Miller said, “The question is who
is taking the course? There have
been problems in the past with students having people take the classes
for them.”
Another question that arises from
online courses is whether students
are gaining the same education
as they would from a traditional
course. Dropout rates are higher in
online courses.
Freshman Mary Riedl agreed
there is a downside to offering
courses online.
“It would just be difficult to get
all the work done and stay focused
when there isn’t much forcing you
to go to class, and a lot of distractions,” said Reidl.
There has been interest in the
summer online courses offered
in the past. According to Miller,
all of the online courses have met
the minimum enrollment requirement and some course have nearly
reached the enrollment capacity.
Ultimately, the success of online
courses depend on the student, according to Miller.
“Online courses are only effective if students are committed to
putting in the effort and doing the
work,” said Miller.

able on www.jcu.edu/careercenter/
connection.
Flanagan said that students
who attend the event should bring
with them organized copies of
their resumes, which they can
hand to potential employers.
Students can register for the
event beforehand through Career Connection. Students who
registered in advance will have
nametags, and those who did not
will be able to make one when
they arrive.
All students who attend will
receive a list of employers when
they enter the event.
“Dress appropriately. Bring a

smile and maybe, a breath mint, but
no gum,” said Flanagan.
This event is for current JCU students of any undergraduate major,
graduate students in any program
and alumni.

The University places diversity and
inclusion as priority; looks for
ways to improve
From, DIVERSITY, p. 1
made by faculty and students to
promote inclusion. Nonetheless,
all of us could be more culturally
competent and the Task Force concluded that fostering inclusion is an
ongoing process,” said Bowen.
The Task Force outlined several
goals in a report, making diversity
and inclusion its central focus.
The Task Force proposed the
creation of an Ombudsperson,
someone for students and faculty at
JCU to speak to in cases of discrimination. A Diversity Committee is
currently working on this.
The Task Force also proposed
that each department within the
University should seek to establish
goals for advancing diversity.
Sophomore Kevin Rossignol
feels that John Carroll needs to
work harder to promote diversity
across campus.
Rossignol said, “I think that
JCU could definitely look further
into issues of inclusion. As a
student body, JCU could be more
diverse in terms of race, economic
status, religion and sexual orientation. Hopefully the Task Force has
helped identify which areas need
improvement.”
The Task Force also looked into
the University’s core curriculum
and the diversity requirement. The
report argued that although those
requirements were sufficiently innovative and beneficial towards
promoting diversity in 1995 when
the core curriculum was originally
adopted, they are now viewed as
requirements to check off.
The report also found that ap-

proximately 55 percent of students
fulfill the diversity requirement by
taking sociology. The number of
students that fulfill the requirement
with other courses rarely exceeds
five percent.
The Task Force is now considering introducing changes to the core
curriculum to further satisfy diversity issues and foster community
relations.
Freshman Kyle Hutnick has
found the atmosphere at JCU to be
very diverse and welcoming to all
students.
“It’s one of the main reasons
I chose to come here. I think the
atmosphere at JCU is great and
I’m happy to be a part of it,” said
Hutnick.
The Task Force worked with
JCU organizations such as the Student Diversity Initiatives Working
Group, the Office of Multicultural
Affairs and other affiliated groups
across campus in the hopes that
diversity can progress further.
The Task Force concluded that
although JCU is a community that
fosters diversity and welcomes all
cultures, there is a constant need to
reinforce the topic of inclusion and
make it a central focus point across
the University.
The Rev. Robert Niehoff, S.J.,
president of JCU, even recently
sent out an e-mail to the University
calling for increased diversity. The
e-mail specifically mentioned the
issue of sexual orientation.
“Let’s take up this challenge to
make John Carroll more inclusive.
There is work to be done but we
make a difference if we choose to
do so,” said Niehoff.

Campus Safety Log
January 22, 2009
A student reported a missing
cell phone and wallet at
7:41 p.m. in the Jardine
Room.

January 23, 2009
Campus Police reported
underage students unloading
beer from a vehicle at
8:40 p.m.

January 23, 2009
JCU EMS responded to an
alcohol-related emergency at
12:30 a.m. in Hamlin Hall.

These incidents are taken from the files of Campus Safety Services, located in the lower level of the Lombardo Student Center. For more information contact x1615.
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“FSA Giving Back” makes a comeback; faculty give to JCU
After a one year break, faculty resume their annual campaign to give back to JCU
Nicole Green
Campus Editor

John Carroll University’s “FSA
Giving Back” campaign will return
this year. The event will take place
Feb. 8-12, after a one year hiatus
last year.
The focus of the “FSA Giving Back” campaign is to collect
donations to the University from
faculty, staff and administrators. The
donations that are collected will go
toward The Carroll Fund, which is
used for student aid, scholarships
and other campus needs.
The Carroll Fund is an annual, renewable fund, that collects
donations from alumni and other
supporters of JCU, in addition to
University employees.
Donations made to The Carroll
Fund are spent during the fiscal year
in which they are received.

The theme of this year’s campaign is “I love JCU,” and the main
event is a chili cook-off among
faculty and staff competitors.
Connie Brooks, an administrative assistant for Grasselli Library, is
looking forward to the cook-off. She
will be one of the cooks participating in the event.

A poor economy and faculty furloughs prompted the University to
cancel the event last year, according
to Megan Juby, associate director of
annual giving.
The focus of the campaign is
participation for at least 50 percent
of the University. As of Jan. 27, the
campaign reportedly achieved 30.7
percent of the goal.
“We already have 82 donors,
and we haven’t even kicked off the
campaign,” said Juby. “That is a
great, great sign right there.”
Juby said that participation of
faculty, staff and administrators is
the main focus of the campaign this
year, rather than the amount which
they donate.
There is no set amount for donation. Those who choose to donate
can donate any amount they wish.
“If faculty and staff give even $5
that is affirmative of the mission of
JCU,” said Juby.

“I think that anytime we have
an opportunity to give something
back and be a living part of the
Jesuit mission we should take that
opportunity, and it sounds like fun,”
said Brooks.
All faculty, staff and administrators are invited to the event on Feb.
9. The winning chili recipe will

be served in Schott Dining Hall
sometime in February.
“FSA Giving Back” will also
have an open house in the Student
Calling Center.
Faculty, staff and administrators
who contribute to the campaign
will receive “I love JCU” pins on
the last day of the campaign.

“FSA Giving Back” Campaign Events
Monday, Feb. 8 - I love JCU Conversation Hearts
Tuesday, Feb. 9 - Carroll Chili Cook-Off
Wednesday, Feb. 10 - Student Calling Center Open House
Thursday, Feb. 11 - Donor Appreciation Day
For more information about the events visit www.jcu.edu/luvjcu/index.htm

Undergraduate tuition is raised for next year, after smallest increase last year
From, TUITION, p. 1
stitution, this impacted the University’s budget. Also, the University’s
endowment suffered a blow from
the economy, decreasing from
$188 million to $110 million in
2009. The endowment has steadily
recovered since then and is now at
$155 million, according to Richard
Mausser, vice president for finance
and treasurer.

This increase in tuition is only one
factor that will affect the budget
this year. Additionally, the number
of enrolled freshman students is an
important factor since net tuition is
the primary source of the operating
budget.
To this end, the University has
set a base goal of 700 enrolled freshman students for the next five years.
This is meant to stabilize enrollment
and the budget.

Williams said that since he began at JCU in 2006, the freshman
enrollment has fluctuated from 661
to nearly 800 students.
“Enrollment has not been steady.
The process has been very reactionary and driven by the budget,” said
Williams in a meeting with the
faculty Jan. 27.
In the past, the University’s budget directly affected the enrollment
goal for the incoming freshman

Freshman enrollment in
recent years
Year

2006

2007

2008

2009

Class
Size

712

732

792

661

class. A bigger budget increased
the pressure on achieving a higher
freshman class enrollment.
The freshman class goal of 700
is only a planning number and is not
absolute. However, this goal will
help the University to plan what is
needed for upcoming semesters.
Mausser said this number helps
the University to plan in terms of
necessary dormitory rooms, professors and course sections.
According to Williams, the
enrollment goals impact planning
in student affairs, faculty in course
planning, and more.
“The conversations happening
across campus are more focused on
this wider scale. So rather than just
focus on one year’s budget we are
looking at what the next few years
hold for JCU and planning now to
lay a stronger foundation moving
forward,” said Williams.
It is still early in the budget
planning process for this year and
discussions are ongoing.
Faculty Council Chair Paul
Shick emphasized the need to include faculty in the decision making

process.
“We emphasized the need for
transparency in the process and for
better communication than in previous years,” said Shick in an e-mail
to the faculty.
Shick noted that faculty members have a very positive reaction
to budget discussion thus far.
“Most were quite pleased to
hear about the renewed emphasis
on long-term planning regarding
enrollment and budgetary matters,”
said Shick. “This change in approach makes us far more hopeful
about the future for our faculty and
students, despite our short-term
financial issues.”
Along with an emphasis on longterm planning, JCU is changing the
way it approaches budget decisions
in other ways as well.
According to Mausser, the budget has previously driven the decision making process for the
University. This year that focus has
been reversed.
“The real goal is for the planning
to inform the budget. This is key,”
said Mausser.

Campus Calendar : Feb. 4 - Feb. 10
4

Thursday

Habitat for
Humanity will
have a meeting in
the Multicultural
Lounge at
8:30 p.m.

5

Friday

JCU Idol will
take place in The
Underground at
9 p.m.

6

Saturday

SUPB will host
a Black History
Month event in
the LSC Atrium
at 9 p.m.

7

Sunday

Mass will take
place in St.
Francis Chapel
at 6 and 10 p.m.

8

Monday

Gamma Phi
Beta will begin
selling roses to
benefit CampFire
USA in the LSC
Atrium.

9

Tuesday

Daily Mass will
take place in
Rodman Hall
Chapel at
5:05 p.m.

10

Wednesday

Student Alumni
Association
Coffeehouse will
take place in the
Alumni Lounge in
Rodman Hall at
7 p.m.
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New calling system brings donations
Joe Cuneo
The Carroll News

When asked about the stores that
can be found in the Fairmount Circle
Shopping Center, most students will
say Pizzazz Pizza, CVS/pharmacy
or Dave’s Cosmic Subs. In fact, students might be surprised to learn that
there is a group of students working
in a small second-floor room sandwiched between CVS and Pizzazz at
the Student Calling Center.
The Student Calling Center’s
goal is to solicit funds from benefactors.
“We call alumni and friends for
donations and update all the numbers
for the Carroll Fund,” said Hallie
Gallagher, assistant director of annual giving.
The Carroll Fund collects donations from benefactors to alleviate
departmental budget crunches and
provide for the general financial
welfare of the University.
The Student Calling Center has
undergone a transformation over the
last 15 months as they have turned
to a state-of-the-art software system
that allows them to do their work at
an unprecedented pace. DialVision
is a Web-based consumer interaction
management system which enables
its users to efficiently call potential
donors while offering advantages
that were previously unavailable.
DialVision is currently being rented
on a monthly basis, Gallagher said.
DialVision utilizes hands-free
headsets and provides a streamlined
approach to telecommunications.
The operator simply points and

Photo by Joe Cuneo

Workers at the JCU Student Calling Center, above Pizzazz Pizza and CVS, solicit donations from
alumni and friends using new DialVision consumer management software.
clicks on the computer screen and
the software system dials the numbers while the students document
the donation.
In addition, DialVision provides
safer and more efficient services
such as real-time credit card processing, superior customer support,
and e-mail capabilities, all while
serving as a detailed database that
keeps track of each call and dona-

tion made.
“Before, we wrote everything
down on paper and it left a paper
trail,” Gallagher said. “Now that we
use this, it’s much safer and more
practical.”
Its effects have been apparent
as this year’s number of donations
have already surpassed last year’s.
Since the beginning of this fiscal
year, the Student Calling Center has

collected 2,543 contributions; last
year’s donations totaled 2,506. The
Calling Center approximates that 28
percent of the responses are “no,” 40
percent are “yes,” and 25 percent are
“I’ll think about it.”
In addition, this year’s total
amount is on pace to greatly surpass
last year’s as the Calling Center has
already brought in about $206,000
compared to last year’s total of

$265,000.
The Student Calling Center
brings in donations for the University, its upkeep and events, but it
goes toward students too. Not all
proceeds go to activities and organizations; the donations the Student
Calling Center receives actually
give some students financial aid to
attend the University.
“John Carroll is a great place
and for some of these kids, without
this funding, they wouldn’t be able
to be here,” said Gallagher. “I bet 95
percent of them receive some kind
of aid from the school.”
The room and the operation taking place are reminiscent of a grassroots political campaign; studentemployees sit side-by-side, sporting headsets, and making phone
calls. Posters and inspirational
quotes blanket the walls while a
relaxed atmosphere encompasses
the group. Each Sunday night, the
students order pizzas from Pizzazz
and eat dinner together.
Gallagher tries to keep things
loose by incorporating games like
hangman and blackjack into the
work environment while providing
incentives for feats such as collecting credit card donations.
Junior Chris Lewis said he
thinks the forward-thinking approach is working.
“I love the [Student] Call Center,” Lewis said. “It’s definitely
a great additive to the Carroll
community, and has increased our
overall donation efforts this past
year.”

Communications department invests in technology
Jayne McCormack
Staff Reporter

For some students, their experiences at college are some of the
most important they will ever have.
At John Carroll, students have the
opportunity to make the most of
their education by using the mass
of technological equipment available. This includes digital cameras,
graphics machines, video recorders
and audio recorders as well as having
the advantage of a television studio
at their disposal. The television
studio also hosts JCU’s student-run
television channel, TV-4, and many
students take classes that allow them
to learn how to use this equipment
to gain important skills for future
careers.
Lisa Lewis, manager of the JCU
television studio, said that all of the
technological equipment that is used
is completely digital and state of the
art. She said, “John Carroll has had
a TV studio for many years. The
studio was renovated in July 2007
and all of the equipment was [also]
updated.”
The relatively new equipment

includes a switcher, audio board,
a video frame NTSC decoder,
character generator that puts images on the TV screen, and studio
cameras.
Lewis added that students are
also able to borrow media equipment. She said, “Students can [borrow] equipment including cameras,
digital audio recorders, tripods and
microphones by going to room 33
in the O’Malley Center.” However,
in order to borrow any equipment
students must be enrolled in a Communications class, and equipment is
usually loaned for up to two days
at a time.
JCU’s TV-4 currently produces
several television shows including
“Dish,” an entertainment/news program, “Common Grounds,” a talk
show with a multi-cultural spin,
“The Sports Show,” and two other
shows currently being developed
for this semester.
Hannah Ellison, an international
student at JCU this year, said that
she was impressed by the amount
of technological equipment that is
available to students. She said, “I
took [a] sports broadcasting [class]

last semester, and I really enjoyed it.
We had so much equipment available and we weren’t limited by any
means.” Ellison felt working with
hands-on media equipment is very
important because it can be added
to her resume. She said, “Employers
always look for students who are
experienced.”
JCU students also have the
opportunity to use other AV equipment. Senior Meghan O’Keefe
took a business and professional
speaking class last semester and
used video conferencing equipment.
She said, “[The] class was one of
the best classes I have ever taken at
John Carroll, not only because of
the content of the class, but because
of the technology we used. We used
video conferencing for one of our
speeches and it was really useful.”
The video conferencing equipment is set up in the Dolan Center
in room E347, and is linked to room
48 in the Administration Building.
Both computers are connected by
digital equipment so that students
can give conference speeches from
Dolan to students in the Administration building. The system works

Photo by Dan Cooney

A new sound board purchased for the television studio allows
students to work behind the scenes.
primarily like Internet-based video
conferencing software Skype.
“By learning to use that equipment, I feel much more prepared
for the real world and for a real
business-like atmosphere,” O’Keefe
said.
JCU is also home to other media
technology, used in JCU’s very own
radio station, WJCU. Senior Katy

Nominate JCU Power Couples
Please submit nominations for this year’s JCU Power Couples to
jcunews@gmail.com. All JCU students, faculty and staff are eligible.

Finucane, who hosts her own radio show on Tuesday nights, said,
“Nearly all of the equipment that
we use is digital nowadays; stations have all moved away from
analog. The equipment is very
easy to use too, and once you’re
trained you can apply to have
your own show or host a show
with another student.”
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How to ditch the
PostSecret
winter itch
keeps its
lips sealed
Ethan Bell

The Carroll News

During wintertime in Cleveland,
sometimes the walk to class is more
of a challenge than what the teacher
has in store for that day’s lesson.
With recent temperatures reaching drastic lows, taking the proper
precautions to help protect your
skin during those cold walks is
important.
“Winter itch” is a prevalent skin
condition that develops during these
cold months.
According to sophomore Peter
Croke, it is very annoying.
“Every year it’s the same thing,”
he said. “It doesn’t help that Cleveland is as cold as it is.”
Frequent exposure to freezing
temperatures will often turn skin
red and scaly, resulting in itchiness
and irritation.
So why exactly does “winter
itch” occur, and just what exactly is
it that causes our skin to feel the way
it does in the winter months?
“Winter brings dry, cold air,
which causes skin to lose oil,” said
dermatologist Dr. Robert Haber of
Haber Dermatology in Cleveland.
“Skin doesn’t get the moderate
moisture it needs. So it dries, as a
variety of oil processes occur that
cause inflammation. The skin then
becomes irritated, red and itchy,”
he said.
“Every year around this time my
skin seems to always be dry and
itchy,” said sophomore Michael
Jubec. “I take hot showers and even
use moisturizer sometimes. Nothing
seems to work though.”
Should all students then resort to
taking the frigid walk to CVS and
purchasing expensive prescription
moisturizers?
Dr. Haber suggests cheaper,
more conventional alternatives that
will help us all during this season.

Katie Sheridan
Editor in Chief

Photo from skinoily.com

“Moisturizers don’t need to be
expensive,” he said. “Something as
simple as Vaseline works perfectly
fine.”
This helps trap moisture within
the pores, keeping skin from becoming too dry and cracking.
“I’ve used multiple products, and
not many seemed to work, except
for moisturizers,” said Croke. “It
keeps the skin from getting too red
and flaky.”
Others like Cetaphil, Aveeno
Daily Mosturizing Lotion, Burts
Bees products and ChapStick work
well, too.
“I’ve tried a lot of products and
personally, I think cocoa butter
works the best,” said sophomore
Izzy Khaimov.
Dr. Haber also addresses the
myth of taking warm showers in
hopes of soothing dry skin.
“Hot showers actually do not
help moisturize at all. In some cases,
it can even irritate the skin more,”
he said.
According to Medical News
Today, prolonged hot showers can
cause Eczema, the chronic skin
condition in which the skin becomes
itchy, reddened, cracked and dry.

Pick-Up Line
of

the Week

The medical news site also
suggests a number of possible
remedies to help relieve winter
itch.
Adequately cleansing the skin,
taking short, lukewarm showers,
and purchasing a small humidifier are all possible antidotes for
alleviating red, itchy skin.
Some medical experts even
propose applying honey to dry,
cracking lips.
One of the oldest foods in
existence, honey was an ancient
remedy for wound healing, in part
because it never spoils.
“I’ve never heard of applying
honey to your lips,” said Haber.
“Wouldn’t you just want to lick
it off?”
However, according to Haber,
honey does contain natural healing
and antibacterial properties that
can be used on open wounds.
“I suppose it could be applied
to chapped lips as well,” he said.
So, whether it’s applying a
petroleum-based cleanser or a
sweet nectar to your dry lips,
it’s important to keep your skin
properly moisturized during those
wintry walks to class.

“If I told you
my name was
Elmo, would you
tickle me?”

“Unrecognized evidence, from forgotten journeys,
unknowingly rediscovered.” This phrase began a phenomenon known to the world as PostSecret.
In Jan. 2003, an ordinary man named Frank Warren
took a trip to Paris, France. There he bought three “Little
Prince” postcards. After a vivid dream which included
the postcards, he was inspired to begin a different sort of
postcard collection.
According to postsecretcommunity.com, “[those]
‘Little Prince’ postcards would be the first work of a trilogy of postcards that would consume [Warren’s] life and
set [him] on an unimaginable journey.”
PostSecret launched on Jan. 1, 2005. The site began
as nothing more than an experimental blog where Warren
would post 10 new secrets each Sunday. Today, hundreds
of fans check the site each week to view the 20 newly
posted secrets, many searching for their own. People from
across the United States are invited to create a postcard
and reveal their secret to the world.
Junior Meg Haglin, a longtime PostSecret fan, decided to bring the concept to John Carroll University. “I
decided to start JCU PostSecret because I had seen that
my friend at Washington University in St. Louis was in a
WashUPostSecret group,” said Haglin.
Through Facebook, Haglin created a JCU PostSecret
group and shared with the campus how to post their secrets anonymously. Haglin also created a Gmail account
and shared the password with the group. With access to
the account and the password, everyone has the ability
to log in and submit their secrets. Haglin checks the site
periodically and posts all new messages received. The
site has gotten off to a slow start, but Haglin is hopeful
that it will catch on.
As of Tuesday, Feb. 2, five people had created visual
post secrets and another two had shared their secrets as
wall posts.
So far the secrets shared on the JCU PostSecret group
have been G-rated. However, the real PostSecret has
revealed some more serious secrets.
“Some of them are very shocking, but I think they are
great because it gives us glimpses into who people really
are,” said Haglin.
JCU students are encouraged to share their secrets by
logging onto Facebook and typing JCU PostSecret in the
search box.

*Submit your own pick-up lines by e-mailing jholton12@jcu.edu.

Celebrity Tweet of the Week
This section is dedicated to honoring those Twitter-happy
celebrities who take time out of their busy day to drop
us a line or two of wisdom and humor. If there is a celeb
tweet you find worthy, e-mail it to jholton12@jcu.edu!

Ahmir ‘?uestlove’ Thompson tweeted before the
Grammys this past Sunday, stating his predictions
for who deserves a Grammy award.

m
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really truly want ‘I’m On A Boat’
“toI win
the rap category.
”

A JCU student uses PostSecret to express his/her feelings
about this week’s tomato boycott.
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‘Dear John’: forget texting, write a letter
MOVIE REVIEW
“Dear John”

Jennifer Holton
Arts & Life Editor

It looks like Nicholas Sparks
may prevail again at making us
grab for those tissues in the movie
theater.
Author of the novels “A Walk to
Remember” and “The Notebook,”
Sparks’ newest on-screen love
story is “Dear John,” his fifth book
to be adapted into a Hollywood
movie.
“Dear John,” directed by Lasse
Hallstrom, it is the story of a young
soldier, John (Channing Tatum)
who meets college student Savannah (Amanda Seyfried) while on
leave from his U.S. Army special
forces unit. The two have a whirlwind two-week romance before
John has to return to his unit. In
that time, they decide to keep in
touch by sending heartfelt, handwritten letters to each other. Just as

John is about to complete his tour of
duty, the attacks of Sept. 11 happen,
and he patriotically commits for another two years, testing the strength
of their relationship.
Kissing in the rain and a surfing,
shirtless Channing Tatum aside,
“Dear John” found a way to enthrall
its audience’s hearts, reminding
us once again why we appreciate
Nicholas Sparks’ talent in writing
love stories.
Channing Tatum and Amanda
Seyfried took time to talk to The
Carroll News about the film in a
phone interview.
“[‘Dear John’] is a little different
from a lot of [Sparks’] other books,”
said Tatum. “I think it has a little
more bite to it maybe just because
the content matter is very relevant
right now.”
Set during the time of the Sept.
11 terrorist attacks, the film allowed
its audience to relate to what the
characters were experiencing on
that fateful day, and the years that
followed.
With a war and distance working
against them, Tatum and Seyfried
do a good job in developing their
romance; but, the film failed when it

came to communicating the passing
of time and showing the leads growing up (the film spans seven years,
but no dates were shown aside from
the beginning and Sept. 11).
And as the film progressed, it
started to dwindle in showing both
sides of the romance. I began to
wonder why Savannah was out of
the picture for so long.
Seeing Tatum donned in a U.S.
Army uniform was probably enjoyed by the audience, but if there
wasn’t going to be an equal showing of both sides of their separation
on film, the late twists come out of
nowhere and leave the audience
confused and frustrated.
The bright spots in the film came
not only from Channing’s beautiful performance portraying his
relationship with his father, but also
his ability to captivate us through
voice-overs of his written words to
Savannah.
It might make the audience begin
to think less of e-mail, Twitter and
texting, forms of communication
that don’t compare to the visceral
emotion conveyed in a hand-written
letter.
On writing love letters, the lead-

ing stars of the film reflected on
the importance of a written letter;
Seyfried used one from her past to
inspire her throughout her role.
“I got a love letter, that’s something I still keep really near and
dear,” said Seyfried. “It was the
most romantic thing anyone’s ever
written me.”
As if “The Notebook” didn’t
raise viewers’ romantic expectations
high enough, this film has set the bar
higher with the notion of love in the
form of written words.
“Especially for guys, I think if
you haven’t written a love letter in
a long time, you don’t have to sit
and mail it, just write whoever your
loved one is, write her something
and you’ll be amazed at the reaction,” said Tatum.
Letters weren’t only sent to the
lovebirds in “Dear John.” John finds
a way to work out his estranged
relationship with his father (played
by Richard Jenkins), through his
words, in what was probably the
best scene in the film and Tatum’s
best performance yet.
“I do a scene with [Jenkins] in
the hospital, and I owe that entire
scene to him because it’s a very

emotional one, something I haven’t
had very much experience with in
my career,” said Tatum. “He was
just so there for me.”
However, the relationship between John and his father has the
strength, but not the time to deviate
from the connection forged between
John and Savannah and the complications they must endure in the final
stretch of the film.
Readers of the book may believe
they know the ending, but Hallstrom
tweaked a few things to make for
what Tatum described as “adding
another page to the book.”
“In the book it’s a little sad at
the end and Sparks’ leaves it a little
open-ended,” he said. “We just took
it a little step farther and added a
little hope at the end.”
As much of a chick flick as it
may seem to be, “Dear John” is
not a film you’d want to miss — if
anything, it might spark an interest
in writing.
Chances are if you find yourself
wanting to write a letter to a loved
one (you don’t even have to send
it), “Dear John” will be the reason
why.

‘Dear John’ stars Channing Tatum
and Amanda Seyfried speak out...
On real-life soldiers who are in relationships...
CT: You have to endure a lot. I, in no way, shape or form can say
that I understand it. It absolutely blows my mind.
AS: They trust that these are the people that they are meant to
be with, so they’ll do anything. They’ll wait forever for somebody. I think that’s so beautiful and brave.

On long distance relationships...
CT: I think you can make work whatever you really, really want
to make work. I think it gets painful, but you just have to really
want it and you can’t just give up on them.
AS: It’s hard to connect, when you have that much time away
from somebody, it’s hard to stay connected in each other’s
lives. That’s one thing that you’re really fighting.

On how “Dear John” will relate to its young viewers...
CT: “Dear John” is about that first love that you have. I hope
people think of their first loves when they see it. It’s really
important once you find someone that you care about to really
take care of them and hold onto them as hard as you possibly can.
AS: College-aged kids are finding each other and it’s that
challenge of realizing that this is really the person that you’re
going to spend the rest of your life with. In our story, they met
at that age, so it shows that love can thrive if you let it.
						
					
- Interview by Jennifer Holton

Photo from allmoviephoto.com
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Obama delivers State of the Union
Dan O’Leary
Staff Reporter

President Barack Obama’s first
year in office was composed of
both high and lows, and on Jan. 27,
he officially kicked off the second
year of his presidency with hopes of
attaining greater prosperity.
Speaking to a nationally televised
joint session of Congress, Obama
used his first State of the Union
Address to reassure the American
people that he was capable of leading a country that remains nervous
and uncertain about the future.
In a speech that lasted almost
70 minutes, Obama concentrated
on domestic issues and laid out his
agenda for the upcoming year. The
topics and the tone of his speech
were more moderate than his last
speech to a joint session of Congress, but still remained loyal to core
Democratic values.
With the country weary of his
administration’s intentions and
following the recent upset victory
of Republican Sen. Scott Brown in
the historically Democratic state of
Massachusetts, Obama attempted to
appeal to independents and moderates not only on Capitol Hill, but
also across the nation.
His speech especially focused
on creating jobs and ensuring that
an economic recovery would take
place. Obama said, “Jobs must be
our number one focus in 2010, and
that’s why I’m calling for a new jobs
bill tonight.”

AP

President Barack Obama made an effort to appeal to moderates and independents in his first State of
the Union address while emphasizing that the economy would be his primary focus.
According to Dean Birch, a
political science professor at John
Carroll University, “Obama understands that with 20 percent unemployment in some sectors and 10
percent unemployment overall, jobs
will be the most important thing to
people.”
In order to initiate the process,
Obama offered several proposals,
including using the $30 billion paid
back to the federal government from
the Wall Street bailout to assist
banks at the local level in their efforts to provide credit to struggling

small businesses.
He also called upon the nation to
double its exports over the span of
the next five years, with the hopes
of creating an additional two million jobs for Americans. Both of
these proposals would complement
Obama’s plan to cut taxes for the
middle-class and increase tax credits
for small businesses.
Obama also addressed the Republican concern of deficit spending. He vowed to install a three year
freeze on discretionary domestic
spending, and urged Congress to

fully adopt the policy of “pay-asyou-go,” which would increase
fiscal discipline in legislation passed
by Congress.
The Republican response to
Obama’s address was given by
newly elected Gov. Bob McDonnell
of Virginia. In November, McDonnell defeated Democratic candidate
Creigh Deeds, and has been a part
of the Republican resurgence over
the past few months. Criticizing
the White House’s course of action,
McDonnell said, “The president’s
partial freeze on discretionary

spending is a laudable step, but a
small one. The circumstances of our
time demand that we reconsider and
restore the proper, limited role of
government at every level.”
Although there were efforts to
reach across party lines, there were
still moments of confrontation.
For example, openly challenging
Republicans and their opposition to
various pieces of legislation, Obama
said, “Just saying ‘no’ to everything
may be good short-term politics, but
it’s not leadership.”
“President Obama engaged
America in a conversation about
what has worked, what needs improvement and how we can move
forward together. Senate Democrats
view the challenge of cleaning up
the mess we inherited as an opportunity to set our nation back on
the path to progress and prosperity,” said Senate Majority Leader
Harry Reid (D-NV) in an official
statement.
Last year’s top two domestic
priorities, a greater commitment to
clean energy and health care reform,
did receive some attention. Despite
the fact that both matters remain in
political gridlock on Capitol Hill,
Obama pushed Congress to pass
strong bills regarding each issue.
He reminded Congress about
the positive impacts of what green
energy can do for a struggling
economy, and when addressing the
issue of health care, he encouraged
Congress “not to walk away from
reform.”

WORLD SPOTLIGHT
Yemen: a country on the brink
Rita Rochford
Staff Reporter

Yemen, a Middle Eastern nation
bordering Oman and Saudi Arabia,
is perhaps one of the oldest civilizations still in existence today. However, with its long existence comes a
history of turmoil and strife that has
led to present day ramifications.
The northern and southern regions formed the Republic of Yemen
in 1990 following the fall of the
Soviet Union. Prior to this, the two
regions experienced years of antagonism, largely relating to South
Yemen’s decision to adopt a Marxist
style government in the years following British rule. This decision
resulted in hundreds of thousands
of South Yemenis fleeing to North
Yemen, which was a republic.
Although formally united, Yemen still faces a secessionist threat
from the south. Furthermore, a
group of Shiite rebels known as the
Houthis, located in northern Yemen
near the border with Saudi Arabia,
constantly provoke violence with
Yemeni government forces.
Yemen, like most of the Middle
Eastern nations, has a Sunni majority, and the Shiite Houthis feel
marginalized by the Sunni majority.
Since last November, the Houthis
have been engaged in a military
confrontation with Saudi forces.
Some Saudi officials claim that
Iran, the most populous Shiite
country in the Muslim world, is

secretly providing military
and financial support to the
Houthis, although Iran denies
this claim.
Additionally, Yemen faces
widespread corruption, poverty, high illiteracy rates and
struggles in both the northern
and southern regions. This
combination of violence, lawlessness and economic backwardness has created an ideal
environment for al-Qaida.
The government must also
deal with its arms market, considered the largest arms market
in the Middle East, with an
estimated 20 million guns.
Yemen, the poorest nation
in the Middle East, first gained
attention from the United
States in 2000 with the bombing of
an American destroyer that claimed
the lives of 17 sailors. Although the
U.S. government was able to create
a partnership with Yemen in the aftermath of Sept. 11, 2001, its focus
as a potential threat resurged with its
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rate
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alleged connection to the Christmas
Day bombing plot.
In response to these threats, the
United States remains committed to
working with Yemen’s government
to prevent additional attacks. The
Pentagon is reportedly spending
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over $70 million over a two year
period to assist Yemen’s military,
coast guard and Interior Ministry
with training and equipment.
Administration officials – concerned that Yemen could turn into
a new haven for jihadists similar
to that of Afghanistan, Pakistan
and Somalia – hope to continue
to cultivate their relationship with
President Ali Abdullah Saleh.
Although the threat of terrorism
training bases and terrorist operations in Yemen is worthy of concern,
the impoverished nation also faces a
plethora of other perils to its population of over 20 million.
One such peril is the demographics of its population. Comprised of

Yemenite army cadets, above, marching in the capital
of San’a. Yemen is currently fighting a group of Shiite
Houthi rebels in the north (1), a secessionist movement
in the south (3), and al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula
(2).
about 10 million chil- be working.
Although the White House hopes
dren, half the population is under the age to remain close to the Yemeni
of 15. Of those aged government with Hillary Clinton’s
15 and over, only ap- recent visit, additional foreign aid
proximately 50 percent seems contingent on Yemen raisare literate, with most ing their standards domestically to
of that figure being provide more for their citizens, such
as ensuring women more rights and
male.
To further Yemen’s problems, protections.
Yemen has little, if any protecboth its water and oil supplies are
expected to run out in five years. tion for young girls’ rights and in
Oil is this country’s main source of many cases results in child brides,
economic intake and limited water with some girls marrying at as
supplies have already resulted in young as eight years old. The situriots. The government’s wide- ation these “brides” are then put in
leads to serious psychological trauma and contributes to the estimated
20 percent of married women who
Literacy
Female
have been sexually abused.
rate
literacy rate
So, while the threat of al-Qaida is
spread corruption makes dealing a plague to Yemen, it is not the only
with these dilemmas difficult and concern the nation faces. Domestifuels the aforementioned desires cally and internationally, Yemen has
for an upheaval, especially with a lot of ground to cover before being
the Houthi rebels in the north and free of the financial and political
the secessionist groups in the south, limitations with which it currently
with which al-Qaida is expected to contends.
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Sean Webster
World News Editor

Haiti: drowning in
kindness
Haiti is drowning in a flood of foreign aid.
Despite receiving almost $1.5 billion since
1990 from the United States alone, 80 percent
of Haitians still live below the poverty line,
less than a third have formal jobs, and its
government is one of the most corrupt in the
world. Clearly, foreign aid has failed Haiti.
But you can be sure that once Haiti finally recovers from last month’s devastating
earthquake, the floodgates of foreign aid will
once again be unleashed, and the misguided
kindness and sympathy of the industrialized
world will continue to suppress the growth
of domestic Haitian political, social and economic institutions.
Already, there have been proposals for
multi-billion dollar development programs.
But any such program, just like those of the
past 20 years, will surely fail. The reason
is that Haiti suffers from an institutional
deficiency. At the core of its problems are
an ineffective judiciary, a crooked political
system and a corrupt police force. Without
the necessary institutions in place, most of the
foreign aid to Haiti simply falls through the
cracks of inefficiency and corruption. The rest
usually ends up usurping the responsibilities
of the government and private sector, which
only serves to further stunt the development
of Haiti’s institutions.
The failures of the United States’ aid policy
for Haiti are made clear in a 2006 report from
the National Academy of Public Administration entitled “Why Foreign Aid to Haiti
Failed.” We build up Haiti’s infrastructure,
but the government refuses to maintain it –
so we do it for them. We provide food aid,
which ends up putting the farmers of Haiti’s
predominately agricultural economy out of
business. We try to make aid conditional on
the promotion of democracy and good governance, but Haitian politicians know that
we’ll still give them aid even without making
concrete improvements. We even train many
of their teachers and doctors.
But how long is this cycle of dependency
going to last? If all we’re going to do is pour
more money into the same failed strategies of
the past, Haiti might as well apply for statehood, because it will never be able to take care
of itself. But as the first independent nation in
Latin America and the first black republic to
declare its independence, I doubt that’s what
Haitians want to do.
A new strategy is needed. Foreign aid
can’t improve Haiti’s political and economic
institutions – only Haitians can do that. But
first they must be given the opportunity. So
the United States should develop a strategy
that focuses on weaning Haiti off its dependency.
A good start would be to gradually reduce
aid to Haiti over the next 10 years, which
would force Haitians to take more initiative
over their economy and empower them to
choose the course of their own future. Of
course, the road out of poverty won’t be easy,
and it certainly won’t be quick. But history has
shown that the more independence a country
has during this transition, the greater the
chance that the results will be long-lasting.
Contact Sean Webster at
swebster11@jcu.edu

World Briefing
1. Taliban leader killed
in drone strike
Hakimullah Mehsud, the leader of the
Pakistani Taliban (pictured below), was
killed in a U.S.
drone strike on
Jan. 14, according to Pakistani
and American
officials. Mehsud assumed
the leading role
in August after
his predecessor,
Baitullah Mehsud, was killed
in a drone strike.
He was also responsible for a deadly attack on
a CIA base in Afghanistan in December.

2. Bernanke wins second
term despite opposition
The Senate confirmed Ben Bernanke,
chairman of the Federal Reserve (pictured
below), for a
second four-year
term. The 70-to30 vote was the
weakest in the
96-year history
of the Federal Reserve, representing populist anger
with the Federal
Reserve’s conduct prior to the
financial crisis.
However, Bernanke has been praised by both Pres. Barack
Obama and a number of economists for his
handling of the crisis once it struck. He was
first nominated as chairman in 2006 by Pres.
George W. Bush.

3. U.S. takes harder stance
against stubborn China
The United States announced a $6 billion
arms deal with Taiwan on Jan. 29. China,
which claims Taiwan as part of its territory, responded by canceling some military
exchanges with the U.S. and announced a
number of punitive sanctions against American companies. The deal came on the same
day that Secretary of State Hillary Clinton

Q uestion
Week

of the

warned China that it would face economic
insecurity and diplomatic isolation if it did not
agree to tougher new sanctions against Iran
for its nuclear program. China also refused
to back a tougher climate change agreement
at the global climate summit in Copenhagen
in December.

4. Protests turn violent
in Kashmir
Protests
turned violent
in the disputed
area of Kashmir on Jan. 31,
when Indian
police fired
tear gas shells,
resulting in
the death of a
Muslim boy.
The next day,
rock-throwing
Muslim protestors clashed with government forces. Pictured
above is a Kashmiri Muslim protester throwing a wooden plank at Indian police and
paramilitary soldiers. Both Pakistan and
India lay claim to the predominately
Muslim-populated Kashmir territory, although the area is under Indian control.

5. Somali insurgents
align with al-Qaida
Somali insurgents sparked the heaviest fighting for months in Mogadishu, the
country’s capital, on Jan. 29. On Feb. 1,
al-Shabaab, the most prominent of Somalia’s Islamist militant groups that controls
much of south and central Somalia, announced
that it is officially aligned with al-Qaida.
Although
most American officials
suspected
this alliance,
al-Shabaab
had publicly
denied it
u n t i l n o w.
The Islamist
group also announced that it would unite with Somalia’s
other Islamist groups to topple the Westernbacked, but weak, government of Pres. Sheik
Ahmed.

Do you think that the military’s
“don’t ask, don’t tell” policy should be
repealed?
Go online at www.jcunews.com to place your
vote, and tune in next week for the results.

Last week we asked what you thought about President Barack Obama’s
first year in office. Twenty percent of you voted Hit, 47 percent voted Miss,
and 33 percent voted Hit/Miss. Thanks for voting!

6. Iran ready to accept
nuclear deal terms
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
announced on state TV that Iran was ready to
send its enriched uranium abroad in exchange
for nuclear fuel. Last month, diplomats said
Iran had informed the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) that it did not accept
the terms of the deal and had instead demanded a simultaneous exchange on its
territory. While the decision would be a
major shift in Iran’s position, American
officials expressed their skepticism with
the announcement, declaring that if Iran
were serious, they should immediately
inform the IAEA of its decision.

7. “Don’t ask, don’t
tell” under review
Senior Pentagon officials urged Congress to repeal the “don’t ask, don’t tell”
policy which prohibits openly gay men
and women from serving in the armed forces.
On Feb. 2, Admiral Mike Mullen, chairman of
the joint chiefs of staff (pictured below), announced plans
to loosen enforcement
rules involving the policy.
Pres. Barack
Obama has
also called
for the repeal
of the policy,
which was introduced in 1993 by Pres. Bill Clinton. Pentagon figures show that 428 military service
members were dismissed for being openly
gay in 2009.

8. U.S. accelerates Persian
Gulf missile shield
The Obama administration announced that
it is accelerating the deployment of its missile
defense system in four Arab countries in the
Persian Gulf, which would defend against
possible Iranian missile attacks. Administration officials also hope that the defense system
will quiet Israeli calls for a strike on Iran’s
nuclear facilities.
AP images and information
compiled by Sean Webster.

Casualties

The Department of Defense confirmed the death
of one U.S. soldier in Iraq and six U.S. soldiers in
Afghanistan during the week of Jan. 24.
According to icasualties.org, a total of 4,375
U.S. soldiers have been killed in Iraq since Operation Iraqi Freedom commenced in 2003, while 978
have been killed in Afghanistan since Operation
Enduring Freedom commenced in 2001.

Sports
Four wins in a row moves men’s Women’s hoops drops pair
hoops team into tie for first in OAC
12
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Chris Koller
Staff Reporter

Charlie Duggan
Staff Reporter

Watching the John Carroll University men’s basketball team this
year is very similar to waiting to
have your cable installed: you’re
never sure when they’re going to
decide to show up and turn it on.
But more importantly for the
Blue Streaks this past week, they
were able to turn it on in time to
move back into a tie at the top of
the Ohio Athletic Conference standings with the Wilmington Quakers,
setting up a huge matchup this
Saturday.
“You could say we’re lucky to be
in this position and you could say
we’ve overcome a lot to get here,”
said senior guard Brian Dandrea,
“But all that matters is we’re here
and it’s our opportunity to accomplish what we set out to do back in
September.”
JCU’s wild week started this
past Wednesday at home against
Baldwin-Wallace College. The
Yellow Jackets stung the Blue
Streaks early on as they built a lead
that got as high as 18 points in the
first half.
JCU was out-hustled on the glass
in the first 20 minutes with the Yellow Jackets winning the rebounding
battle, 25-18.
A technical foul on B-W in
the final minute of the half helped
the Blue Streaks get a four point
possession after sophomore Joey
Meyer sank both free throws and
sophomore Corey Shontz closed
out the scoring in the first half as

Coach Moran’s squad entered the
intermission trailing by 11.
Luckily for the home fans, who
were somewhat stunned at the deficit, the “cable company” showed
up to start the second half. Led by
senior point guard Chris Zajac, JCU
showed why they are the defending OAC champions, forcing 14
turnovers in the second half after
forcing just four miscues in the
opening half.
Zajac scored 12 of his 17 in the
second half while committing zero
turnovers for the game. Shontz
also turned in a similar second half
performance, scoring 12 of his team
high 18 points in the final half.
JCU used a 15-0 run to get the
lead back, and they would lead the
rest of the way en route to an 80-67
victory.
“There really wasn’t much to be
said at halftime,” Zajac said. “We
all knew we were a lot better than
we showed in the first half. We just
had to get back to playing our game
and controlling the tempo, and we
did a good job of that in the second
half.”
On Jan. 30, JCU traveled to New
Concord to take on the last-place
Muskies from Muskingum College
who were 1-10 in league play.
A layup from sophomore Michael Hartnett at the buzzer gave
JCU a 34-33 advantage going into
halftime, but it would not be smooth
sailing in the second half.
The Blue Streaks had a hard time
getting it going and once again, dug
themselves into an 11-point deficit
with seven minutes remaining.

They would finally find an offensive spark, which again came
from Shontz, who put on a more
impressive second half performance
than the one he put together against
the Yellow Jackets.
The sophomore guard scored 16
of his team-high 24 points in the
final seven minutes, igniting a 15-4
run to tie the game at 69 with just
over three minutes remaining.
None of the 16 points were
bigger than the final three. Muskingum’s Corey Bourquin hit two
foul shots with four seconds left to
give the Muskies an 80-77 lead.
Coming out of a timeout, Shontz
pulled up from 40 feet and drilled
a three-pointer to send the game
into overtime. After going 0-4 from
beyond the arc during the first 40
minutes, senior forward Rudy Kirbus nailed his first two attempts in
the overtime to get JCU out ahead
86-81.
The Blue Streaks would then
calmly knock down their free throws
down the stretch and hang on for a
92-89 win.
“It’s frustrating when you don’t
play well as a team, and we didn’t
play well today,” said Kirbus after
the game. “But more importantly,
we found a way to win on the road
and all that adds up at the end of
the season.”
What it all added up to at this
point is the biggest week of the
season for John Carroll.
Editor’s Note: Details from last
night’s game against Mount Union
were not available for this edition.

Coming off their highest point
total of the season, the John Carroll
University women’s basketball team
hit a roadblock this week as they
dropped both of their Ohio Athletic
Conference games.
First it was a 74-62 setback at
OAC-leading Baldwin-Wallace
College, followed by a tough threepoint loss to Muskingum College, a
team that entered the contest with a
conference record of 1-10.
In the B-W game, JCU played
evenly with the Yellow Jackets in
the first half and went into the locker
room down by just a single point.
A quick offensive burst by JCU
was thwarted swiftly by B-W as the
team that sits atop the OAC standings showed why it’s there.
On the heels of a 24-8 run, the
Yellow Jackets opened up a 15-point
lead that would prove to be insurmountable.
The final score of 74-62 did not
display how close the majority of
the game actually was.
Despite solid offensive outputs
from junior Lee Jennings and senior
Caitlin Sureck, who scored 18 and
16 points, respectively, the Yellow
Jackets bench production proved to
be the difference as they outscored
JCU’s bench 19-5.
“We were playing very inconsistent,” said senior Laura Gruber.
“It was two completely different
halves.”
The Blue Streaks returned home
on Saturday, where they welcomed
in a Muskingum team that had been
struggling all season.
Clearly the emotional loss at
Berea carried over, as the Fighting
Muskies were able to pick up their

second OAC victory of the season.
JCU could not make a threepoint halftime lead standup as
Muskingum shot nearly 60 percent
from the field in the second half
and immediately eliminated the
small deficit.
One positive sign from the game
was the “never say die” attitude displayed by Coach Maravalli’s team
as they managed to go on an 8-0
run in the last two minutes to draw
within two points of the Muskies.
After Muskingum split a pair
from the free throw line to grow
their lead to three, the Blue Streaks
had a chance to tie it on the game’s
final possession. Unfortunately for
JCU, a missed three-pointer as time
expired ended the valiant comeback
effort.
Jennings was in top form again
as she added a career-high 35 points
to go along with 10 rebounds, nine
assists and four steals.
With the back-to-back losses,
JCU drops to sixth place in the conference with six games remaining in
OAC play.
“We need to pick up our defense
and rebounding,” Gruber said.
“Those two things have been losing
us games from day one and it’s time
for that to change.”
This Saturday, JCU will go on
the road to battle Wilmington College, a team that, as of Feb. 2, was
tied with the Blue Streaks with a 6-6
record in OAC play. JCU narrowly
edged out the Quakers, 59-58, back
on Dec. 12, and a win Saturday
would give them the tiebreaker over
Wilmington when it comes.
Editor’s Note: Details from last
night’s game against Mount Union
were not available for this edition.

The Carroll News staff Super Bowl XLIV predictions
Craig Willert
Hometown: Chicago, Ill.
Prediction: Saints, 38-31
Why? Saints offense is too
high-powered and their defense
will do just enough.

Nicole Green
Hometown: Cleveland, Ohio
Prediction: Saints, 22-7
Why? S-A-I-N-T-S. Saints.
Saints. Saints. They’re the best!

Tim Ertle
Hometown: Cleveland, Ohio
Prediction: Colts, 31-23
Why? Only because I
wouldn’t bet against Peyton
Manning. He’s that good.

Lena Chapin
Hometown: McConnellsville,
		
Ohio
Prediction: Colts, 24-10
Why? I have decided Peyton
Manning is the best quarterback in
the NFL.

Bob Seeholzer
Hometown: Cleveland, Ohio
Prediction: Saints, 28-24
Why? I like the Saints because
,as Lil Wayne promised in his
song, Reggie Bush is his dude.
That’s enough for me.

Katie Sheridan
Hometown: Grove City, Pa.
Prediction: Saints, 27-23
Why? The Colts already have
a Super Bowl win. It’s time for the
Saints to have a turn.

Sean Webster
Hometown: Cleveland, Ohio
Prediction: Saints, 28-24
Why? Bob mentioned Weezy,
and in Weezy we trust.

Jennifer Holton
Hometown: Cleveland, Ohio
Prediction: Saints, 35-14
Why? Kim Kardashian’s boyfriend plays for them.

Sports

The Carroll News

JCU Sports Weekly Round-Up
Brian Fitts
Staff Reporter

WRESTLING
The John Carroll University
wrestling team, featuring a younger
lineup, had a solid showing this past
weekend as they finished 19th of 30
teams competing at the Pete Willson
Invitational. It was held by Wheaton
College in Naperville, Ill.
The Blue Streaks had a chance to
place high after day one with seven
competitors in the hunt for a topeight finish. It helped that senior Ben
Adams was challenging for a title in
the 184-pound bracket.
After day one, the Blue Streaks
were 11th, ahead of Ohio Athletic
Conference rivals Ohio Northern
University and Mount Union College.
In the end, and that’s really all
that matters, Adams was the only
Blue Streak that would place, finishing fifth. Junior Greg Stolfer finished
2-2 in the 125-pound bracket.
Freshman David Malkus, who
was unseeded, finished the tournament 3-2 in the 141-pound bracket.
Sophomore Connor Suba at 149
pounds, junior Jim Nemunaitis at
197 pounds and senior Alec Barker
at 285 pounds all finished at 2-2.
Senior Travis Hammer was
disappointed that his team couldn’t
finish stronger, but was encouraged
by the team’s high points total from
an event that had a lot of talent.
“I think we’re able to build on
this going forward,” Hammer said.
“We had a lot of guys wrestle pretty
well.”
Hammer thinks the team will be
ready for the OAC Championships,
which are coming up in less than
two weeks.
“We’re getting closer to where
we need to be,” he said. “Once we
get everybody healthy, we’ll be
ready to go.”

The OAC Championships will be
held at Mount Union on Feb. 10.
Editor’s Note: Full details from
Tuesday’s match against Heidelberg College were not immediately
available before this edition of The
Carroll News went to print. Log
on to jcusports.com for details of
the match.

Swimming & Diving
The John Carroll University
men’s and women’s swimming and
diving team both scored wins over
crosstown rival Baldwin-Wallace
College on Jan. 30, with the men’s
team winning 127-116, and the
women’s team edging out the Yellow Jackets 146-65.
On the men’s side, sophomores
Blake Pinchot, Alex Vereshchagin,
Eric Davis and Jim Ranallo all
claimed relay titles and then went on
to win individual events as well.
Junior Nick Grady and freshman
Drew Edson also scored individual
victories.
Sophomore Stanton Kochanek
qualified for the NCAA championships by recording a 477.61 in the
three-meter dive, narrowly losing
to B-W’s Todd Reichart. Reichart
finished 14th in the country in that
event at last year’s Division III
National Championships.
Grady, one of the more experienced swimmers on the team, was
excited by his team’s progress.
“I think our team is the strongest
it’s been the entire year,” he said.
“We have everybody healthy and
we’re getting more focused on the
OACs.”
The women’s team won in a
more convincing fashion, with a
Blue Streak finishing in both first
and second place in each of the first
five events.
Seniors Desiree Hagan and Liana Sved, both swimming in their

final home meet of their collegiate
careers, finished first and second
respectively, in the 100-meter Fly.

track & field
Both the men’s and women’s
track and field teams competed in
the OAC Relays this past weekend,
with different results.
On the men’s side, the Blue
Streaks finished fifth with 74 points,
40 points behind winner Ohio
Northern.
Individually, the Blue Streaks
were strongest in the field events,
particularly the long jump.
Junior Bryan Wideman led a trio
of Blue Streaks that had top-10 finishes in the event by placing fourth
in the long jump, leaping over 21
feet and six inches.
Freshman Mike Minjock finished
sixth and senior RK Glover placed
seventh respectively, each clearing
20 feet and 10 inches. Glover also
recorded a fifth-place finish in the
triple jump.
Rounding out the field events,
sophomore Mike Hlatky tied for
second in the long jump, and junior
Lou Galiano finished sixth in the
shot put with a throw just shy of
45 feet.
Freshmen Billy Zaccardelli and
Anthony Colbert, junior Denny
Love and sophomore Drew Krainz
finished third in the 4x200 relay
with a time of 1:33.84.
Love and Zaccardelli then excelled individually, finishing fourth
and fifth respectively, in the 55-meter hurdle race.
The Blue Streaks women’s track
team struggled on the day. Their best
relay finish was a pair of fifth-place
finishes.
Individually, freshman Maureen Creighton placed sixth in
the 55-meter dash, while senior
Emily Tillmaand took sixth in the
5,000-meter run.
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JCU Athletics
Scoreboard
jan. 27 - feb. 2

Men’s Basketball

Swimming

JCU			
Baldwin-Wallace

80
67

JCU		
Muskingum

92
89

Men
JCU			
Baldwin-Wallace

127
116

Women
JCU Leaders Points:
Corey Shontz
Rebounds:
Matt Crozier		
Assists:
Corey Shontz
Chris Zajac		

42
14
7
7

Women’s Basketball
JCU			
Baldwin-Wallace

62
74

JCU		
Muskingum

82
85

JCU Leaders Points:
Lee Jennings		
Rebounds:
Lee Jennings		
Assists:
Lee Jennings		

JCU			
Baldwin-Wallace

146
65

Wrestling
Pete Willson Invitational

JCU - 19th of 30 teams
Regular Season

JCU			
Heidelberg		

9
30

Track and Field
OAC Relays

53
13
12

* If you are a member of
a John Carroll University
club sport and would like
your results published in
The Carroll News, please
send scores by 5 p.m. on
Sunday to:
jcunews@gmail.com

Men
JCU - fifth of 10 teams
Women
JCU - ninth of 10 teams

Hockey
JCU			
Indiana (Pa.)		

1
5

JCU			
Pittsburgh		

2
5

Streaks of the Week

Track and Field

Basketball

Wrestling

Basketball

Basketball

Denny Love
junior

Corey Shontz
sophomore

Ben Adams
senior

Lee Jennings
junior

Whitney Hamilton
senior

At the OAC Relays,
hosted by Baldwin-Wallace
College, Love finished fourth
in the 55-meter hurdle race.
He was also a member of
the 4x200 relay team that
placed third.

Shontz led the team in
scoring in both of their games
this week. His 18 points off
the bench against B-W provided a spark, and his late
game heroics led JCU to a
victory over Muskingum.

Adams, who was the third
seed at 184 pounds, finished
in fifth place at the Pete
Willson Invitational, held
by Wheaton College. He
finished fourth in this same
tournament last season.

After scoring 18 points
in a loss to B-W, Jennings
came up one assist shy of a
triple-double in the loss to
Muskingum. She finished
that game with 35 points, 10
rebounds and nine assists.

Hamilton continued to
provide the Blue Streaks
with another scoring threat
as she averaged 14 points
over the last two games. She
has made six of her last eight
three-point attempts.

Diversions
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Sudoku
Easy

The Carroll News

Spot the
Differences
Find the 10 differences in these pictures.
The answers will be printed in next week’s issue.

Tough

Before

Super Tough

Super Tough Sudoku winners will receive a
copy of the next CN personally delivered by
Diversions editors Bob Seeholzer and
Jeff Sigmund to their dorm room and/or
off-campus residence.

After

The Carroll News

Diversions

Name Those Toons!
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The following pictures relate to a popular song. The first person to submit the
correct answer to both songs will get his/her name and picture in the next CN!
Just fill in your guesses along with your name and e-mail and drop off your
submission at the CN office to win!
Last Issue’s Name That Toon
Winner

Song 1 artist/title:_________________________

Kevin Huyghe

Song 2 artist/title:_________________________

Last week’s
Toon:

Name:_________________________________

“You Belong
with Me”
by Taylor Swift

E-mail:________________________________

What the toon
doesn’t say about
the first tune:
“We’ll run away together,
we’ll spend some time forever.”

The first “Name That
Toon!” winner will
receive his/her name
and picture in the
next issue of The CN.
Anyone else who
turns in the “Name
That Toon!“ correctly will be placed
in a raffle for a $5
gift card to Panera
Bread. Sponsored
by Panera Bread
at 20060 Van Aken
Blvd. in Shaker Plaza.

What the toon doesn’t
say about
the second tune:
“I remember when I lost my mind,
there was something so pleasant
about that place.”

Cartoons by David Hickey

Corrected dates! Updated times and room numbers
please take note.

Panera Bread / Dellarco Enterprises
Points East Plaza
7357 Mentor Ave.
Mentor OH 44060
Ph: 440.975.9022

Editorial

The Carroll News
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Editorial

More online courses at JCU

This online
class is cool, but
I miss the
classroom
atmosphere.

Cartoon by Joe Hinkel

NOTABLE QUOTABLE

“

“Sex, drugs and rock ‘n’ roll:
that’s all people in the music industry
want to hear about.”

Editorial

Save your wallet, avoid Follett

-Ozzy Osbourne describing his new biographical book
“I Am Ozzy”

At the beginning of each semester, the same complaints can be heard
from students coming out of The University Bookstore. Mostly that the
prices are too high and far out of their price range. Despite constant cries
for change, the Follett Higher Education Group, which was contracted by
John Carroll University in 2004, and its publishers, refuse to offer cheaper
prices.
Follett has been unavailable to answer questions pertaining to the prices
of books at JCU. The Carroll News feels that Follett should become more
progressive and begin to offer books at a lower price and in other forms.
For example, the store could rent books to students at a cheaper price. It
would still receive a profit while at the same time pleasing the students.
Follett could also begin to offer select chapters of books online so if the
professors know they won’t use the entire book, students could purchase
only required sections.
Professors could also help the students save money. We feel that the
professors should reevaluate what is absolutely necessary for their courses
and possibly cut back or provide some of the material, such as posting
documents on Blackboard or making sure that the texts are available at the
Grasselli Library or other public libraries. If instructors know that they may
not use a certain book, then they shouldn’t require students to buy it until
the time arises. Additionally, professors could release their list of required
texts further in advance than at the beginning of the semester so students
have time to find the books for less money.
Students could also do more to find less expensive ways to purchase
books. The Carroll News thinks that students should continue to buy books
from Amazon.com, rent books from sites like Chegg.com, and use programs
like OhioLINK to attain their books.
Each of these three parties can take part in helping to lower the cost of
buying books. We feel that through these viable options the end goal of
saving money can be achieved.

HIT & miss

Hit: Intramural Euchre tournament miss: No Sudoku in last
issue of The CN Hit: Q104 DJ and JCU alum Jen Toohey’s
speech miss(ing): People in attendance Hit: Stimulus plan
pays for nearly 600,000 jobs miss: Unemployment still at 10
percent Hit/miss: 700 pounds of marijuana found in Arizona
septic truck miss: No more individual slices of pizza in the Inn
Between Hit: JCU women’s swim team defeats Baldwin-Wallace on Senior Day Hit: Super Bowl this weekend
miss: Death of great American novelist J.D. Salinger
Hit: “The Catcher in the Rye” still sells more than
250,000 copies a year Hit: Browns punt returner Josh
Cribbs makes ESPN’s All-Decade team Hit/miss:No tomatoes
in the cafeteria this week.
e-mail your hits & misses to jcunews@gmail.com
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On the plus
side, if your cell
phone goes off,
you don’t get
kicked out of
class!

“

In recent years, John Carroll University has taken strides to upgrade the
convenience of obtaining a higher education by offering online classes.
This summer, seven online classes were added to the schedule. The classes
include two MBA programs, four undergraduate courses and one graduate
class in education. Professors have also been teaching many hybrid courses
(involving some on-campus class meetings) through Blackboard, an online
academic communication Web site.
The Carroll News believes that JCU has done a good job increasing
the number of online courses. However, we also think there is room for
improvement. So far all online courses offered at JCU are during the
summer terms. We believe that JCU should offer more online courses for
undergraduates and do so during the school year. JCU has a large local
population, and enrollment would rise as the number of courses increase.
The school would also increase its enrollment outside of Cleveland and
hopefully attract a larger audience nationwide.
The cost of offering more online courses would not be astronomical,
especially if these costs were offset with the tuition for online students.
In the past at JCU, all minimum enrollment rates for online courses have
been met, and a course has never been cancelled to date.
The main concern of offering more online courses would be the possible loss of academic standards for the online classes. However, there are
solutions to avoid a loss of quality. Identical syllabi to that of classroom
courses would be provided and additional interactivity between online
students and the professor.
Such additions would be weekly conference calls with the professor
during which students could ask the instructor questions over the phone.
Online quizzes could become a weekly part of the classes to ensure the
students are reading and keeping up on the work. This is easy-to-achieve
and inexpensive, considering discussions and videos are posted regularly on
Blackboard. Students in online courses would have identical assignments
and due dates to those in the classroom, forcing the same level of effort to
be put forth in seeking the degree.
Maintaining the level of academic excellence JCU is known for while
introducing more convenience with online courses would put JCU ahead
of many similarly ranked schools. For example, Baldwin-Wallace College,
according to their Web site, offers a limited number of online courses and
hybrid Blackboard courses during the year. Cleveland State University,
although much larger, offers 14 eLearning Programs for both the undergraduate and graduate level during all semesters of the year. The Carroll
News feels that the University can maintain its academic quality while
offering more online classes during both the school year and summer.
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OURVIEW

Baby are you down, down, down, down, HIKE!

Jillian Dunn
Campus Spotlight Editor

It’s not a Jay Sean song and certainly not where your pants should
be, according to Gen. Larry Platt.
Outside of the music world, a down
is known as the completion of a play
in the sport of football.
As the New Orleans Saints take
on the Indianapolis Colts in Super
Bowl XLIV on Sunday, many
sports fans will be whipping out the
pigskin, their Bud Light tailgate-approved coolers, and the gold, black,
blue and white face paint.
Even though football doesn’t
have apple pie or Cracker Jacks, it’s
becoming the new great American
pastime.
George Carlin said “[It is where]
in the stands, during the game, you
can be sure that at least 27 times
you are perfectly capable of taking
the life of a fellow human being.
Preferably a stranger.”
Like myself, a growing number

of these strangers, in the stands, are
not only decked out in sports apparel
and the team colors, but mascara and
matching Uggs.
I am talking about the often forgotten and always underestimated
female football fan.
Although most of us were deprived of playing football as a child,
we were forced to go to the games of
our older and/or younger brothers.
While my fifth grade brother learned
about football from his coaches and
tackling other small children on
the gridiron, I, a reigning seventh
grader, learned about football from
the overexcited fathers and mothers
in the stands.
“Johnny! What are you doing?
Go through the hole, son!”
“Mikey! Get your knuckles
white, get low and tackle him!”
Whether the female football fan
came to know the sport through a
sibling, father, boyfriend or pure
curiosity, there are some things that
make a fanatic female football fan
different from any guy.
Throughout the years, I have
noticed that it’s all about numbers
with guys.
Who was the team to beat in
1976, what are their fantasy football ratings, and how much they

bet New England to win over the
Raiders are all common water cooler
conversations.
On the other side of the cafeteria,
the game of football for females
is not one purely of statistics and
plays, but of emotion and heart.
We love the game not only for
the details and intensity, but the
tradition, the emotion, the underdog
victories, the physical and aggressive drives, and finally the elegance
of a well performed play.
Don’t get me wrong it’s all
football. Both men and women can
appreciate both perspectives. So, remember on Sunday as the pre-game
ensues and The Who rocks halftime,
a fan is a fan.
Female, male or university squirrel, it’s about donning the colors and
numbers of our teams.
It’s not about who is rooting for
who, or who knows or doesn’t know
what, but cheering for your team
rather than against the other.
It’s not only about the numbers
on the board, but the hearts and passions of both teams from kickoff to
the final whistle.
And if we can all remember all
these things, then maybe next season I can still wear my Pittsburgh
Steelers jersey around campus.

Wonderword
What does panjandrum mean?

“Happy.”
Andrew Adjei,
freshman

“A pajama party.”
Katie Knox,
junior

“Something you wear to
bed.”
Chris Lewandowski,
senior

Panjandrum means an important personage or pretentious official.
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Will Call:

Becoming the
next great John
Carroll alumnus
Craig Willert
Editorial & Op/Ed Editor

On Wednesday, Jan. 27, it was
reported that the great American
author J.D. Salinger passed away at
the age of 91 in his New Hampshire
home. Salinger is best known for his
controversial book “The Catcher in
the Rye.”
In a three-page obituary jumped
from the front page of The New
York Times, it said that Salinger
would walk around his Ursinus
College campus claiming that he
was going to write the next great
American novel. He achieved his
self-prophetic claim and then some.
He inspired me to become the
next great John Carroll University
alumnus.
Shula. Russert. Fletcher. McDaniels. Caserio. Polian.
Willert.
Don’t be alarmed if you see me
walking around campus proclaiming that I will be the next panjandrum (see Wonderword) to come
out of JCU.
Soak it up.
And when you’re older and your
kids tell you they want to be like me,
you can tell them that you were there
when I began my epic journey.
I have no idea how I’m going to
get so famous, but I’ve got some
ideas rattling around in my head.
I could be the host of a Sunday
morning political talk show on
MSNBC.
Since I coached a sixth grade
basketball team and led them to a
championship, I could take an NFL
team to an undefeated season, win
the Super Bowl, thus resulting in
the dedication of an athletic field
after me.
Hell, after winning the intramural flag football championship last
year, I might get drafted as an NFL
linebacker, make the Pro Bowl and
be a finalist for the Walter Payton
“Man of the Year” award.
I’ll probably end up coaching a
professional sports team, start 6-0
and subsequently lose eight of the
next 10 games and fail to make the

playoffs.
Eventually, I think I’ll want to
move to the front office of a sports
organization. In fact, they will
most likely ask me to become the
director of player personnel or the
team’s general manager, either one
will suffice.
My final idea steps outside of
the sports arena and jumps into the
entertainment industry.
I’m going to win an Emmy.
Actually, I think I’m going to
do every one of the aforementioned
ideas in hopes that the University
will get smart and rename the school
Craig ‘Greg’ Willert University.
I know everyone still reading at
this point probably wants to punch
me in the jeans, but unclench your
fists and let me use my profound
rhetorical skills to illustrate my
flawless reasoning.
Growing up, I worked as a
janitor at a local college, solved
near impossible math problems well
beyond my intellectual capacity,
and became best friends with Ben
Affleck.
So clearly I have the ability to
exceed expectations and defy the
odds, resulting in the achievement
of each of my ideas.
Plus, anyone who is friends with
Ben Affleck, who miraculously survived a World War II plane crash and
almost saved Josh Hartnett, has the
will power to achieve anything.
As I grow old, I’ll receive many
awards, become the first U.S. citizen
to receive the Medal of Honor and
be inducted into every sports hall of
fame (including the RV and Motor
Home Hall of Fame).
Finally, I’m going to have a
three-page obituary written about
me.
However, I want mine to be
jumped from the front page of the
award-winning Carroll News, as
it was the first channel to let me
proclaim, “I’m going to become the
next great John Carroll alum.”
Contact Craig Willert at
cwillert10@jcu.edu

That’s what See said: Forget the leader, follow the Tweeter

Bob Seeholzer
Managing Editor

It’s 2010, and if you haven’t
jumped on the Twitter bandwagon
yet, you’re missing out on a ton of
fun. You probably still use a rotary
phone, get your film developed, and
update your MySpace page.
Honestly, if you’re not on Twitter yet, then what have you been
doing all this time? I don’t have the
slightest clue.
Literally, I have no idea because

you’re not giving me 140-characteror-less updates on what’s going on
in your life.
You’re probably asking yourself “why should I get on Twitter
when I’ve already got a Facebook
profile?” and the simple answer is,
because celebrities don’t interact on
Facebook as much.
I’ve gotten a reply on Twitter
from Dorrough, yes the man behind
“Ice Cream Paint Job,” and can
often be found telling T-Pain whom
he should make his next song with.
(How do you think “I’m on a Boat”
happened?)
With Twitter I’ve found a place
where I can interact with people on
my level. Important people. People
with followers. When I make an
insightful comment, anyone who

follows me can retweet it, and all
of their followers have now been
enlightened as well. It’s truly a
remarkable system that allows me
to reach an audience far beyond the
readers of the award-winning Carroll News (but you guys are still my
favorites).
The complicated answer is that
Twitter’s less complicated... sort of.
There’s not as much personal information on a profile because you’re
not trying to get to know someone,
you’re just stating brief thoughts.
Plus like I said, there’s a ton of
famous people on Twitter.
Probably the most important
reason though, is that I tweet more
often than I update my Facebook
status. You can sit there and pretend
you don’t want to read what I’ve got

to say, but if you’ve made it this far
into my column then you’re already
a hypocrite.
One thing to beware of when
using Twitter, however, are fake
celebrity accounts. Stephen Colbert
has been a victim, as has Kanye
West (who oddly enough doesn’t
even use Twitter, probably because
the technology doesn’t allow him to
interrupt Taylor Swift mid-tweet).
Some people have called me
crazy for this, but I have a theory
that the next terrorist attack on the
U.S. will be an al-Qaida hack on
President Barack Obama’s Twitter
account. Imagine the American
people, and all of Obama’s foreign
followers seeing, “@BarackObama
I cheat at card games.”
The state of the union would

be stuck in a moral limbo. Do we
pardon our commander-in-chief’s
win-at-any-cost strategy or do we
side with truth, honor and dignity
by impeaching him and making
Joe Biden the new leader of the
free world? That’s the kind of attack I fear.
I’ve even been a victim of this
Twit-dentity theft pandemic. If you
see @ThatsWhatSeeSaid posting
tweets like “I’m hilarious,” “World
News is boring,” or “people love
me because I’m so awesome” then
you should be forewarned that I’m
not the one writing those things.
Come on now people, I’ve got more
modesty than that.
Contact Bob Seeholzer at
rseeholzer11@jcu.edu or
twitter.com/MyTweetsRDaBest

Op/Ed

The Carroll News

The Op/Ed
Top Ten:

Sher it like it is:

JCU people to follow on Twitter
1. Rev. Niehoff S.J. - Students would love to know what he’s
doing all day
2. Coach Moran - Imagine the half-time tweets
3. “Meet the Press” - It’s as close to Tim Russert as you can
get
4. Betty and Bernard - Their tag-team tweets would be
delicious
5. The owner of Jake’s Speakeasy- He counts as part of JCU,
right?
6. Craig ‘Greg’ Willert - Apparently, he’s going to be a big
deal
7. Cabbie D - “$5 holla”
8. JCU Athletics - One of these days they will get track
results in there
9. Commie Lee Pouncey - His tweets would be clean and
polished
10. London Fletcher - Who wouldn’t want to follow a Pro
Bowl player
-Compiled by Lena Chapin and Craig Willert

YOURVIEW

Letters to the Editor

Parking pass
madness

Ryan Coleman
Class of 2010
John Carroll University
I have $500 worth of stickers on
my windshield. All four of them.
They aren’t vintage collectibles.
Every new semester I’m stoked
at the fact that I saved $19,000 by
buying all my textbooks online.
Days go by, perhaps a week.
I go on bragging to everyone
about my awesome money-saving
skills. Then, the day before classes
start, my mom always asks, “Did
you get a parking permit yet?”
I wish I could have laughed and
replied, “Found one on Craigslist
for $20!” Instead, I’m pretty sure
an ulcer formed somewhere in my
forehead.
What’s that you say? They’re
only charging a left pinkie and an
eyelid next semester? That’s the best
news I’ve ever heard!
I was almost tempted to slide
a CVS manager $75 to park there
everyday. I don’t know about everyone else, but I’m not proud of
sporting the JCU adhesive bling on
my windshield. Simply put, John
Carroll needs to re-think its parking
permit prices.

No tomatoes
Theresa Prabucki
Andy Trares
Class of 2010
John Carroll University
In a collaborative initiative
with students to bring awareness
to the issue of human and labor
rights abuses against farm workers
in Immokalee, Fla., John Carroll
University dining has decided not
to serve any tomatoes in the dining
hall this week.
Farm workers in Immokalee get
up at 4 a.m. to work in degrading
conditions picking tomatoes, receiving 45 cents for each 32-pound-

bucket of tomatoes. This means that
workers must pick two-and-a-half
tons of tomatoes to earn a wage of
$50, just shy of minimum wage.
These wages have been stagnant
for over 30 years, in spite of inflation and changes in the economy.
Moreover, the availability of work
for farm workers is tenuous and
dependent upon weather. Often
times, adverse weather forces farm
workers to forego work for the day,
missing out on desperately needed
wages. Most distressing of all, there
have been seven cases of modernday slavery in the past 10 years.
In protest of these injustices, here
are some steps you can take to get
involved:
– Get the word out about why
there are no tomatoes in the dining hall and why it’s an important
action!
– E-mail this information to
folks you know at JCU. Spread
the word.
– Stop by the table in the dining hall at lunch to sign a petition
that will get sent to Aramark Corporate.

The Carroll News
reserves the right to edit
letters for length and to
reject letters if they are
libelous or do not conform
to standards of good taste.
All letters received become
the property of The Carroll
News. Anonymous letters
will not be published unless
the source reveals his or
her identity to The Carroll
News and the situation is
deemed appropriate in its
anonymity. Letters to the
editor must not exceed 500
words and must be submitted to jcunews@jcu.edu by
5 p.m. on Sunday.

Katie Sheridan
Editor in Chief

I am not a very affectionate person. If you approach me to give me
a hug, I’ll gladly return the favor,
but it is a rare occasion for me to
initiate the embrace.
This presents quite the predicament in Mass each week. For
those of you who don’t know, in
the Catholic Church we exchange
what we call “the sign of peace.”
You turn to the person next you,
shake hands, and say “peace be
with you.” When I was younger I
always enjoyed this part because
it meant Communion was coming
and Mass was almost over. Now
I appreciate Mass a bit more, but
sharing peace is not my favorite
part.
When seated between two good
friends I feel confident knowing
when it comes time to exchange

Almost Free

peace I can go in for the hug. However, when I’m not seated next to a
good friend I spend the whole mass
trying to decide if I should go for
the hug or the handshake. My new
determining factor is that if we’ve
had an in-depth conversation I’ll
go for the hug, if we haven’t you’re
getting the handshake. The problem
is that I don’t control the thoughts
of the person next to me, and I apparently look like a very huggable
person.
Perhaps it is my small stature
that makes me look so hug-worthy.
Regardless, when I put out my hand
and they stretch out their arms,
I look at them dumbfounded. I
quickly try to readjust myself and
pretend I was going for the hug all
along, but it usually results in an
awkward exchange.
A few weeks ago at Mass I turned
around and shook someone’s hand
and then turned to shake the person’s hand next to her. He decided
we were closer than I thought, or
that, like everyone else seems to
think, I looked like I needed a hug,
and decided to give me a hug.
However, that hug ended up being more of a tap. Because of our
distance and the awkward moment
that was unfolding, my hand ended
up about armpit level and his hand
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Hug or handshake?
barely touched my shoulder. We
exchanged a light pat, then laughed
and turned away. It was embarrassing, but pretty funny.
I’ve decided that no matter the
situation, the best way to handle an
awkward moment is to laugh it off.
Plus, I’ve had so many awkward
moments in my life that if I didn’t
laugh them off I would probably
stop showing my face around campus.
But here is my question: Is there
an unwritten rule about Mass etiquette that I don’t know?
There must be a simple solution
to my hug/handshake dilemma.
With a few of my friends we discuss
if we’ll hug before Mass. It makes
the whole process a lot easier, but
now I kind of anticipate the confusion.
The awkward element has become a staple in my Catholic Mass
experience and my life in general.
So, next time you see me, please
make it clear (i.e. outstretched arms)
that you want a hug or stick out your
hand. Or better yet, pull me aside
so we can have an in-depth conversation, then you’ll know you’re
getting a hug.
Contact Katie Sheridan at
ksheridan11@jcu.edu

by Kath Duncan

“I think one of the computers in the computer lab has a virus.
It’s running so slowly it’s barely functioning.”

“That’s not a virus. That’s normal.”

THE CARROLL NEWS
Got something to say?
Let your voice be heard!
Write a letter to the editor!
E-mail it to jcunews@jcu.edu by
Sunday at 5 p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS
Help Wanted
The UPS Store
Now hiring for customer
service positions. Part-time
flexible hours. Students
must be friendly, focus on
the needs of others and provide top notch customer
service. Must present a professional approach and have
good typing and data entry
skills. Work around your
school schedule. Minutes
from JCU Located at Cedar and Warrensville Center Rds. Apply in person
216-371-9300 store1240@
theupsstore.com

For Rent
Beautiful 6 person duplex
near campus. Hardwood
floors, updated bathrooms,
finished basement, $290 per
person. Available June 1st.
Please call 709-560-5274
On Warrensville Center Road
near JCU two Family Houses
that are three bedroom suits.
Very clean and well maintained. Large rooms garage
space and all appliances included. Available now. GOOD
ONES GO FAST. SO GET
STARTED NOW. Call Mike
Jr. 440-336-4254 or Mike Sr.
440-724-6654
Completely updated colonial. 1/2 block to JCU. Best
rental in UH. Refinished
hardwood floors, floor to
ceiling windows, updated
kitchen and bathrooms, new
carpet. Available June 2010
$1900/4br
bluestreaksrental@gmail.
com

After-school childcare needed 1-2 afternoons/early evenings a week for exuberant 9
year-old boy and 11 year-old
girl in Shaker Heights. Must
have car. Prefer sophomore
or junior. $10/hour. E-mail:
kwarshawsky@maltzfamilyfoundation.org
Part-Time Sitter NEEDED
for occasional Evenings and
Weekends in Bedford, OH
area. Must have transportation. References required.
GREAT PAY!!!! Please call
(440) 786-7239
Looking for a stockboy for
a papergood store at the
corner of Cedar and Green.
Flexible hours. Please call
216-381-7273.
Double for Rent: Cedar Lee
area. 2-3 bedroom unit with
large front porch, central
Air, new carpet, new paint,
all kitchen appliances,
washer and dryer included. Off street parking with
snow plow service provided. $825/Month. 440-5420232.
Two-family house for rentTwo or Four People. Professionally Managed!!! Available June 1st for next school
year (2010-2011). Two large
bedrooms each unit, modern
amenities, air conditioning,
free washer/dryer use. Located on Warrensville- two
blocks from JCU> Owned
by JCU alumni. call 216292-3727

House For Rent * Available
June 1, 2010 * 4398 Baintree, 10 min walk from JCU.
3 bedrooms plus den, 1.5
bathrooms, 2 car garage, finished basement, central heat
and A/C, washer and dryer.
Beds and dressers available
with house. Call 216-3342 Family Houses on 7280 or e-mail ClevelandWarrensville and Mead- Houses@gmail.com
owbrook-8 minute walk to
campus. Each suite has 3 NEW LISTING - WALK
bedrooms, living and dining TO JCU
room, kitchen, 2 baths, cen- Single Family Colonial
tral air, alarm system and all with 3 Upstairs Bedrooms
appliances including dish- and 1.5 Bathrooms.
Spacious 1st floor with Finwasher. Call 440.821.6415
ished Basement.
2 Car attached garage w/
The Carroll News
space for 3rd - No need to
Serving John Carroll
move cars.
University
2459 Warrensville (on
the JCU side and close to
Since 1925
Gesu). 216 870-1640

Your
Classified
Ad
Here

Childcare/Tutoring/Household Help sought. Beachwood family with 4 children,
ages 4-13, expects twins in
March/April. Seeking help
with: housekeeping, cooking, homework; playing,
chore supervision, grooming kids. Ideal candidate
is reliable, disciplined,
energetic , upbeat, experienced with children, creative, fun, and enjoys big
families. References required. Compensation $10/
hr. Help needed at various
times, especially 4:00 – 9:00
p.m. Interested individuals
should e-mail
HYPERLINK “mailto:Amalyikah@
gmail.com” Amalyikah@
gmail.com or call (216)
297-9341.

RESERVE NOW FOR 201011! Great house, 5 bedroom,
2.5 bath, very roomy, great
So. Euclid location 1 mi
from JCU, plenty of parking,
well-kept, owned by JCU
alum. Available June 2010.
DON’T
WAIT…GOOD
ONES GO QUICK! Contact jmbernot@aol.com or
440-336-2929 for info/tour.
Facebook… ‘Bernot College
Rental Houses’

University Heights
Walking Distance to Campus. 4-5-6 Bedroom houses
are available. All with plenty of parking, AC, newer
appliances, washers and
dryers. Currently rented by
JCU students. Only a few
blocks and within walking distance from campus!
DON’T WAIT, ACT FAST!
Leases to begin in June. Call
Anthony at (216) 374-7164

Looking for Homework Assistant/Babysitter for my 11 and
13-year-olds. Need about 3
days a week from 3pm-6pm in
our Pepper Pike Home. Transportation is needed. Please
contact Tracy at 216-464-7744
or e-mail at tntseifert@sbcglobal.net
Tutoring Opportunity
All Subjects Needed Flexible Hours, and Competitive
Wages. For more information Please e-mail us at collegetracktutoring@thewholekid.com to
inquire

Great house for rent starting June 2010. 5 bedrooms 2 Full Baths 1800
Sqft 2 miles from campus.
sellersna@gmail.com or
216-469-4402

Hurry!!! These will rent
fast for 2010-2011 school
years. For 10 years we cater
to John Carroll students and
we have eight units available
Each has 4 bedrooms Recently updated 1 mile from
House for rent on cedar near campus Secure and safe Call
belvoir. Three bedrooms, Michael at 330-388-7798
two full baths, ample parking. Available June. Call ( Single Family Home for
Rent on Wyncote Rd near
216) 536-7136
Cedar and Belvoir, 4 bedRESERVE NEXT YEAR’S
rooms, 1.5 bath, AC, appliHOUSE NOW, BEFORE
ances, finished basement.
THE GOOD ONES ARE
$1200 /month Call 239GONE! Nice, well-kept 4
233-5770.
bedroom, 2.5 bath house, great
So. Euclid location, close to University Hts. Duplex
JCU. Energy efficient, air, Home for Rent
all appliances, plenty of park- $950 1st Floor: remodeled,
ing, lots of updates. Owned 2 bedrooms, full bath, kitchby JCU alum, available June en, living room,
2010. jmbernot@aol.com or dining room, plus basement
440-336-2929 for info/tour. with 2 ½ additional bedFacebook…’Bernot College rooms and full bath. $750
2nd Floor: remodeled 2 ½
Rental Houses’
bedrooms, full bath, kitchen,
One Block to campus. 3-4-5 living room, dining
Bedrooms, 2 full bath. New room. Both units have newappliances, dishwasher, big er furnaces and air condiclosets, bonus rooms. Call tioning and share laundry
216-339-9815.
room, garage and driveway.
Please contact Dan 216-3745220

Classified ads
cost $5.00 for the
first 10 words and
$0.25 for each
additional word.
To be placed, ads
must be typed
or handwritten
clearly and legibly and sent to
or dropped off at
The Carroll News
office with payment.
Classified ads will
not run without
pre-payment.
Classifieds will
not be taken over
the phone. Deadline for classifieds is noon of
the Monday prior
to publication.
For Ad Rates
and
Information:
Contact us at:
The Carroll
News
John Carroll
Univ. 20700 N.
Park Blvd.
University Hts,
OH 44118, or
carrollnews@
jcu.edu.
Federal Law bans discrimination by race, sex,
religion, color, national
origin, family status and
handicap in all Ohio
rental property. The Carroll News will not knowingly accept advertising
in violation of this law.
As a consequence, The
Carroll News will not
accept rental ads that
stipulate the gender of
the tenants.

